
Because of the many advantages of synthetic turf products, the
marketplace is virtually exploding. This growth will enhance
research and development. It has and will encourage the entry of
new competitors. There are variations in the size, experience and
financial stability of companies offering turf products.
Competition is fierce and, as in any new field, some problems are
inevitable.

For example, what is an appropriate warranty? There simply
isn't enough experience with this product to say. Obviously, the
useful life of a synthetic turf field will depend on the quality of
the products used and the skill of the installer. However, with
many new companies entering the field, it also is obvious that the
owner should research and question the manufacturerlinstaller's
stability. Any warranty is only as good as the corporate and financial strength of the
company that offers it.
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A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT WILL DEPEND ON:

1. Thorough planning
2. Proper site analysis
3. Professional design and engineering
4. A quality turf product
5. Expert construction including proper drainage, a stable base and a quality surface
6. Proper integration with the surrounding track and/or other site structures
7. Accurate marking

Make specific choices
Make specific choices regarding additional facilities, amenities, and accessories

to be included in your field project,
A fine field begins with a well-built base and a quality surface, but it doesn't end

there. Will the construction project include benches, bleachers, fencing, lighting,
scoreboards, a new track or track repair and reconstruction, construction or reloca-
tion of field events? Most owners want a complete project and, often, it is more eco-
nomical to construct it all at the same time than piecemeal.

You also should budget funds for equipment such as goals and field markers, as
well as for utility vehicles and apparatus for routine maintenance of the field.

Hire a qualified contractor
Choosing the right contractor can determine the ultimate success of your facili-

ty. A knowledgeable and experienced contractor can help you to make the right

decisions resulting in a quality project. Turf field construction is a highly special-
ized field within the construction industry. It is vital that the contractor you choose
be familiar with the current marketplace, as well as with the type of surface you
intend to install.

How do you find a qualified contractor? One way is to contact the ASBA. As the
trade association for sports builders, the ASBA can provide a Directory of its mem-
bers. In addition, the ASBA conducts a certified builder program for track builders,
many of whom also build turf fields. The Association also conducts an inquiry pro-
gram, requesting information on your behalf from contractors and suppliers who
have the answers to your questions. (See our online list of Certified Track Builders
and our online inquiry form on our website at www.ustctba.org.)

Another way to locate such specialists is by contacting municipal facilities and
schools that have recently completed projects. Ask whether or not they would rec-
ommend their contractor and, further, ask some specific questions. Was the job
completed on time? Did it meet the owner's expectations? Were there any hidden
costs? Was the contractor able to solve any problems that arose during construction?
If there have been any post-construction problems, was the builder responsive in
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company, what is the work experience of its principals? How many fields have they
built? Were they responsible for the complete project, just for surfacing, just for site
work? Look for individuals or for a company with specific knowledge and experi-
ence in turf field construction.

* Does the company have experience in the type of project you contemplate?
Look for a company with experience in projects similar in size and scope to yours.

* Ask for references and for a
complete list of recent projects. If a
significant project is omitted from
the list of references, there may be a
reason for that omission. Call refer-
ences and ask questions. Determine
as much information as you can
about a prospective contractor's
knowledge, experience, workman-
ship, ability to meet schedules,
financial responsibility, and account-
ability. If possible, visit completed
projects and talk to owners.

* Get references from design'
professionals, subcontractors,
bankers and bonding companies.

* Ask about a contractor's insur-
ance; have there been any major
accidents or claims against the
builder? Consider using ASBA's
Contractor Qualification Form to
secure necessary information.

* Ask about awards and recogni-
tion. Has the contractor won any
awards for its work? Have the con-
tractor or any of its employees been
certified or accredited by any trade
organization?

* Check on lawsuits. If the' con-
tractor has been or is currently
involved in litigation, find out the
details. Check with your local Better
Business Bureau, or with any local
licensing agency, for consumer com-
plaints.

* Ask to meet the individuals
who will be involved with your pro-
ject, particularly the job superinten-
dent. Does the contractor/superin-
tendent seem knowledgeable about
measurements, orientation, materi-
als, construction, and marking of
turf fields? Does he understand
grading, drainage, site preparation
and base materials? Is he familiar
with different turf surfaces? Can he
make recommendations regarding
specific surfaces for your needs? Is
he a Certified Track Builder (CTB)
or a member of the ASBA? What is
his current workload; can he realisti-
cally handle your project within a
reasonable time frame?

* Consider communication. You
want a contractor who listens to you
and responds to your needs. You
want someone with whom you feel
comfortable, someone with whom
you can establish rapport. You want
a contractor who will build the facil-
ity you want, not one who will build
his standard field and move on. You

taking care of them? How does the field look? How does it perform? Remember,
the experience, skill and reliability of the prospective builder all are important.

Once you have the names of a few builder prospects, consider the following:

* How many years has the company been in business? If it is a relatively new
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want a contractor in whom you have confidence. Don't underestimate the value of
a good working relationship.

* Ask for proposals in writing and compare them carefully. Ensure that the bids,
including products to be used and methods of construction, are equivalent to your
specifications. What is included and what is not included in the contract price? Who
is responsible for such items as permits, sitepreparation, identification and reloca-
tion of utilities, taxes, insurance,
removal and replacement of trees
and shrubbery? Such items, while
essential to the project, mayor may
not be included in the bid; whether
or not they are included can signifi-
cantly affect the contract price and
the overall project cost. Even if con-
struction materials and methods are
identical and items included in the
contract are consistent, look beyond
price when comparing proposals.
Compare proposed construction
schedules, progress payments, and
guarantees and warranties.

Be sure that you understand
what is included in any guarantee or
warranty, e.g., materials, workman-
ship or both, and for how long. Is the
warranty or guarantee backed by a
bonding company, or if not, does the
contractor have the financial ability
and the reputation for backing up his
work? Remember that a warranty is
not a substitute for a quality installa-
tion by a reputable builder.

* Rank the proposals and then
attempt to negotiate a contract with
your first choice builder. If the bid of
your preferred contractor seems

-high, question the bidder to deter-
mine why. Remember that price is
not the only consideration. A project
which is initially more expensive but
which provides long-term satisfaction
and wears well is a good value.

* Once you have chosen a con-
tractor, confirm your agreement in
writing. The contract documents
should be as specific as possible and
should include, where appropriate, a
construction contract, conditions of
the contract, drawings and specifica-
tions defining the scope of work
including labor, materials, equip-
ment and transportation to construct
the project.

* Consider appropriate bonding.
You may require a bid bond, a per-
formance bond and/or a payment
bond. Also, you should require a cer-
tificate of insurance as proof that
your chosen contractor has adequate
Insurance coverage.

If you, the buyer, are to make the
right decisions regarding a field pro-
ject, becoming a knowledgeable con-
sumer is the first step. Asking ques-
tions is not only smart, it is essential.
The investment of time and energy
now can yield a huge return in the

future, in terms of a quality facility, and in the hours of enjoyment that will be
derived from it. ST

Reprinted with permission of the American Sports Builders Association,
7010 W Highway 71, Suite 340, PMB #312, Austin, TX 78735-8331. Copyright
2004. All rights reserved.

I. Self-winding reeI- no more dragging around hoses I

I. Easily moves from site to site.

'. Automatic shut-off when watering is complete.

'. Speed control on machine allows water application

rates to be adiusted.

• It even waters on a radiusl

• Minutes to set--up. Less timel Less labor! Less cost!

• Optional 8407 5.5 hp Honda booster pump for

locations with moderate pressure.

l.R. Nelson Corporation
One Sprinkler lone

Peoria, Il61615 • U.S.A
(888) NELSON-8 • LRNelson.comQuality. Service. Guaranteed!
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science

Synthetic turf systems:
Pride and practicality

BY RON VANGELDEREN

oday all turf surfaces can be state of the art and cost effective.
There is no shortage of systems, products, or services. The chal-
lenge lies in the process of matching the needs of the customer
with the proper system and its provider.

Synthetic turf system providers are able to meet those chal-
lenges with a myriad of products that fulfill the specifics of most every end use.
Synthetic products/systems now available are significantly better because product
development and innovation has resulted in a new generation of systems that are
softer, more naturalistic and player friendly. All of the performance characteristics
have been addressed such as traction, rotational and slip resistance, impact absorp-
tion, surface abrasiveness, and surface stability. Ball bounce and ball roll meet all
the sport specific requirements and, of course, appearance and appearance reten-
tion is second to none.

Materials used in synthetic systems today are environmentally responsible both
in application and use as well as disposal and sustainability. Maintenance tech-
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niques require no regular chemical treatment that makes ground water pollution and
human point of contact exposure a non-issue.

In addition to the product evolution are the unique advantages of synthetic appli-
cations in terms of water conservation and the reduction of intense maintenance
while having an "always ready" playing field.

Life cycle costing and reduced replacement costs have been enhanced while real-
istic longevity is providing tremendous budget saving opportunities. Of course, great
care must be exercised in the process
of selecting these systems with the
knowledge that the lowest price
offered may not always be the most
economical or the best performing in
the long run. Yet, the savings of syn-
thetics are a given.

It is the process of selection and
use of synthetic systems that is criti-
cal. In addition to the recommended
use of independent professionals,
there are now reliable tools, unbiased
standards and non- proprietary guide-
lines available. When used in the
selection process, the customer will
know what questions to ask and need
not be left holding the bag.

Raison d' etre
The Synthetic Turf Council

(STC) was formed to provide reliable
selection and use guidelines. The
industry recognized the need for an
unbiased body that could help the
industry rally around good practices
in serving the needs of the customer
and ultimate user. Now for the first
time the industry has a platform com-
prised of the design community,
builders, manufacturers, suppliers,
and service entities that are striving to
avoid duplication of effort, prevent
misunderstandings and attain a better
more efficient approach. The STC
has become the source for all parties
to synthetic turf process and repre-
sents more than 80% of the synthetic
industries' volume. This is only the
beginning. Working groups within
the STC are focusing on developing
programs that will achieve a better
understanding of objective end user
selection needs.

A code of ethics adopted by the
STC membership and our
"Guidelines to the Essential
Elements of Synthetic Turf Systems"
(available free of charge by logging
on to www.syntheticturfcouncil.org)
have become the basis of a certifica-
tion program that identify firms who
voluntarily adhere to those standards
and good industry practices. It is
acknowledged that doing what is
right for the customer is good for
business. The Council slogan says it
all: "A Promise to Deliver the
Promise," which is supported by a
voluntary company-by-company STC
Certification Program that backs that
promIse.

The bottom line is that synthetic systems offer outstanding and highly desirable
attributes that make us all proud whether we look at televised activities or in our own
neighborhoods knowing that we have made the right decision. ST

Ron VanGelderen is executive director of the Synthetic Turf Council,
office@syntheticturfcouncil.org

Providing Excellent Footing & Soft Landings
for Professionals, Amateurs and Beginners

SeaIsl
Certified Seashore Paspalum
www.seaislel.com
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green science

GENERAL SPORTS TURF
Our commitments are to provide our customers

with a higher level of service then they could get
elsewhere. To constantly see beyond the existing
limits of the industry. To build long-term relation-
ships based on our demonstrated reputation for
excellence. To combine the world's leading syn-
thetic turf products and the industry's top construc-
tion standards with a unique ability to produce cus-
tom solutions for our customers.
General Sports Turf!248-601-2200
For information. circle 093 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca!4572-093

441 S. Fretz
Edmond, OK 73003
Office: 405.359.3775
Toll Free: 888.287.9657
Web: airfieldsystema.com
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SPRINTURF
Sprinturf is the single largest

provider of synthetic turf systems
in the United States. Their experi-
enced team all have exceptional
passion for designing and installing
one of the finest synthetic turf sys-
tems in the world.

Sprinturf's Ultrablade fiber was introduced just over 18 months ago,
although extensive testing of the fiber had been conducted for several
years before that. Ultrablade, a unique monofilament-like fiber, is both
remarkably soft and pliable, yet amazingly durable, providing a playing sur-
face that holds its integrity longer than any other synthetic turf fiber devel-
oped, says the company.

To demonstrate to potential customers just how durable Ultrablade is,
Sprinturf simulates years of use by taking a high-powered drill with a wire
brush to the fiber, and does the same with a leading competitor. After just
15 seconds of brushing, the competitor's fiber shows profound deteriora-
tion and shredding, while even after a full minute of brushing, the
Ultrablade fiber emerges unscathed.

To see this demonstration, go to www.ultrabladedrilltest.com.
Purchasing a synthetic turf system can be a very intimidating but it

doesn't have to be. Sprinturf advises prospective customers do their
homework like they would if they were buying a car or a house. Ask lots
of questions and most importantly, check the answers you get. Sprinturf is
confident that the closer an owner scrutinizes their purchase, the more
confident and excited they will be with a Sprinturf system.
Sprinturf/877-686-8873
For information. circle 092 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/4572 -092
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FIELDTURF
FieldTurf surfaces deliver optimal performance in wet or dry conditions and provide ideal playing condi-

tions all year long. A totally porous system, FieldTurf is specially engineered to provide maximum
drainage and leave the turf perfect underfoot, even in the heaviest downpours. Each blade of FieldTurf
grass is UV protected and is resistant to the most extreme conditions. You can plow snow on it. You can
even cover it with tons of earth. For conventions, concerts, even for motocross and monster truck
events, FieldTurf is the ideal sports surface and the perfect solution for multi-use facilities.

Although we are the primary sup-
pliers to major NFL and NCAA stadi-
ums, and have countless FIFA
Recommended soccer fields around
the world, our reputation was built
one field at a time, all 1,300 times.
We may be the choice of the pros,
but we're proud to see the same
FieldTurf we install in world class
stadiums being used in schools and
city parks around the globe. We are
proud to see many children, stu-
dents and professional athletes
playing on our turf.
FieldTurf/800-724-2969
For information, circle 079 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/4572-079

A-TURF
A-Turf sets the standard in the

synthetic grass industry. Featuring
a denser construction of polyeth-
ylene fibers than anyone in the
business, A-Turf simulates natural
grass at its best. A-Turfs fields,
like the Premier-RS, are installed
with specialized rubber and sand
infill to a level that keeps the fiber
strands upright, delivering superi-
or playability. The increased fiber
weight of A-Turf synthetic grass,
along with our commitment to
quality in every component,
ensures maximum durability.
Designed to withstand year-round
activity, A-Turf creates the perfect
surface for football, soccer, field
hockey, and more. The optional
Regupol underpad provides
unmatched shock absorption.
A- Turf/888-777-6910
For information, circle 080 or
see
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DD GRASSMASTER
For those who prefer playing on natural turf, Desso DLW Sports Systems (DDSS) offers the DD GrassMaster system, the combina-

tion between nature and technology. This patented system consists of a natural turf surface reinforced by 20 million synthetic grass
fibers. The system ensures a fast regeneration of the natural grass and provides a highly stable and level playing surface. This system
has identical playing characteristics to those of a natural field, while permitting increased use of the grass with reduced wear and tear.
Surface Solutions North America/813-835 0766
For information, circle 082 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/4572-082

5500 7005 8005

____ '-A.ence:
Install Rain Bird- Commercial Rotors.
Built to withstand the harsh conditions and vandalism often
associated with commercial applications, this Rain Bird rotor
family has been designed and tested to consistently deliver a level of
satisfaction that's unmatched.

Durability-Commercial-grade construction minimizes
downtime and reduces replacement costs.

Reliability- Tamper-resistant trip mechanism with Memory
Arc" returns rotor to original arc setting; non -strippable drive
mechanism and brass reinforced nozzle turret-to-riser connection
pn;>videenhanced protection from vandalism and side-impacts.

Perfonnance-Exclusive Rain Curtain- Nozzle Technology
produces larger water droplets that are far less susceptible to wind,
effective close-in watering around the head eliminates dry spots,
and even distribution over the entire radius of throw assures
superior green grass results.

For additional information see your Rain Bird distributor, or visit
www.rainbird.com.
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CALCIUM
SILICATE FERTILIZER

Excell Minerals intro-
duces Excellerator, a
custom blended,
prilled, calcium silicate
specialty fertilizer that
includes several key
micro-nutrients with high concen-
trations of calcium, magnesium
and soluble silicon. The product
adds an extra cell wall layer, in turn
creating stronger roots and shoots.
ExceU Minerals!866-401-5700
For information, circle·oS7 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/4572-0S7

NORDOT ADHESIVE
Pictured here is Nordot adhesive

being sprayed by two installers
onto a black, water permeable and
shock absorbent underlayment for a
football field. Next to it is a roll of
green synthetic turf ready to be
unrolled onto the applied adhesive.
Spraying NORDOT adhesive makes
it possible to have a total gluedown
field that is still water permeable to
drain away rainwater and melting
snow. Note also how the workers
can dress because, even with
spraying, there is minimal haz-
ardous airborne aerosol mist and/or
negligible adhesive overspray onto
the turf or workers or equipment.
Synthetic Surfaces, Inc/908-233-6803
For information, circle 081 or
see
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PLAYER PADS
Turf America's synthetic side-

lines (Player Pads) are a solution
for the one problem that most nat-
ural turf facilities face: wet,
muddy, and unsightly sidelines. For
those field managers who want to
keep natural turf on the field, but
end up with the coaches and play-
ers standing in a mud-puddle most
of the season, our Player Pads are
the answer. Turf America offers
three different turf products (nylon,
polypropylene and a nylon/polyeth-
ylene blend) depending on your
budget and whether you want an
II infill" turf or not. All of our turfs
should be installed on top of a sep-
arate rubber shock pad. By keep-
ing the players from standing in
mud during the game, locker
rooms, hallways and other areas
will also much cleaner.
Tu rf Am,e nca{:IHHJH';;~m<H):11

For information, circle 084 or
see nUI'l'll\l',f\I\J'W.[H,f"! s.Hns.ca/45~72-!Ot'Sii

FL

RUBBER-
COATED SAND

Mineral Visions Inc.
introduces FlexSand

rubber-coated sand. This new
technology has been developed
as a premium infill material for
artificial turf. The rubber coating
on the sand allows for better uni-
formity and eliminates the segre-
gation of the conventional
sand/crumb rubber blends.
FlexSand is typically offered in a
natural sandy off-white color,
which significantly reduces the
heat generated on the turf.
Fairmount Minerals/800-255-7263
For information, clrcle 083 or
see

10-3-10 WITH METH-EX 40
Nature Safe's new fertilizer formulation 10-3-10 with Meth-Ex 40, Fine Grade, is designed for

use on closely mowed turf where color response is desired along with manageable and pre-
dictable growth. Ammonium sulfate, iron, and manganese sulfate are added for enhanced perfor-
mance and sustained color. The phosphorus and calcium are derived from meat and bone meal
and are naturally chelated, making the nutrients more available.

Safe Natural & Organic Fertilizers/8oo-252-4727
inff, ••m,:>ti,~,", circte 100 or
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Blue Valley SD overcomes
win erki l to earn FOY

urn management staff. The same press box also serves the sand-based
Bermudagrass, soccer-specific pitch located just west of the football venue with an
additional 2,500 seats. Competition baseball and softball fields are located on the
east side of the visitor's bleachers.

The modern facility features multi-channel sideline communications system,
concert quality sound system with wireless microphones for officials, two fully
equipped locker rooms, officials' locker rooms and an 8-lane latex track with
ample space for all field and jumping events. Four 95-foot concrete poles with a
total of 92-1500 watt metal halide lamps illuminate the track and field for night-
time events.

The centerpiece of the facility is the competition football
field. This is the home field for the Blue Valley Northwest
Huskies and the Blue Valley North Mustangs. From 1993
through spring of 1997, 1-25 rotors broken into 5-5 head zones
irrigated the fescue field. The poorly designed irrigation system
had been plagued by poor pressure due to limited water supply.
In June 1997, improvements were made; the 5 head zones were
broken into 2 and 3 head zones, resulting in much lower flow
rates and increased dynamic pressure. Also rotors and valves
were replaced as needed, and additional perimeter zones were
installed to improve overall coverage.

After irrigation improvements were completed the turf was
converted to Bermudagrass. In July 1997, our crews installed
Quickstand Bermudagrass sod that we harvested from our 10-
acre Bermuda turf farm. The renovated field was ready for play
in late-August 1997. In June of 2003, we gave the field a
drainage enhancement by removing the turf once more to allow
us to laser grade the surface followed by re-sprigging. Again the
field was ready for play in late August. The rootzone of the play-
ing field is a clay-loam native soil. The field has no subsurface
drainage so the 1.8% crown is key to keeping the field playable
in wet weather by moving excess water rapidly to sideline storm
water inlets.

From late February through May, the football facility is used
only for track and field events. Practices occur every day and
there are 6-7 track meets during the spring. During June and
July, the facility is available for rent by the general public and
has been used by many outside groups for events such as Relay
for Life, semi-pro football games, track meets, Special Olympics,
concerts, etc. August through November is reserved for high
school football and band competitions. Since the facility is a
home for two schools, sometimes there will be games on
Thursday and Friday nights. Occasionally, we will host junior
high school games on Wednesday afternoons. The high school
bands practice on the field Wednesday and Thursday nights and
the football team will practice on the field the day before their
home game. We also host several marching band festivals,
which are becoming very popular.

BY JODY GILL

he Switzer District Athletic Complex (SWIDAC) in Overland
Park, KS has earned the 2004 Football Field of the Year honors
in the High SchoollParks category.

The Blue Valley School District built SWIDAC in 1993. The
concrete and brick football stadium is a full-service venue with

concessions and restrooms located on home and visitor mezzanines. Total football
seating capacity is 5,500. The double-sided press box rises above and behind the
concrete on grade bleachers with ample room for coaching staff, press, and stadi-

Staff and maintenance
Our Grounds Services staff is outstanding. John Peterman,

Grounds Supervisor, is in charge of the Grounds Technician
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